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NEWS ITEMS

The enrollment this term is greater than any fall term.

The bids on the new Training School Building were recently opened by the Board of Regents. The contract was awarded to the Raymond Construction Co., Bowling Green.

We are glad to welcome back Profs. Gordon Wilson, Dr. Grise, Page, and Miss Lenore Wilson who have been away on graduate study.

Prof. A. L. Crabb has returned to Peabody to finish his work leading to the Doctor's Degree.

The College Heights Foundation has had more applications this term than ever before.

The student body had the opportunity of hearing John W. Davis, Democratic nominee for President, when his special train stopped in Bowling Green on October 21st.

The biggest rally ever held on the Hill was staged during football hour, building up the crowd, looking towards the football game with Western Pennsylvania at Lexington, and the winner will rank unusually large attendance at that time.

At mid-term this year several strong students are taking graduate work at different universities. Their credits were accepted in all cases without question.

The ratio of new students enrolled is greater than ever before in the history of the school.

A holiday was declared on October 9th, and the entire student body and faculty hiked to Barren River for an all-day picnic.

Mr. Carl Herman, of Bowling Green, has presented the school with 2,500 Iris plants.

"Eddie" Ward and Miss Gladys Wyatt were married after the opening of school.

Raymond Ridley, Clarence Craft and Robert Price are having splendid success with their football teams at Glasgow, Franklin and Green ville.

All former students who are teaching in Kentucky are urged to send their addresses to the Bureau of Publicity.

The football games this year are being played at the Fair Grounds.

DO YOU NEED A TEACHER?

At mid-term this year several strong young teachers will complete our A. B. course and will be available. If you should need a teacher, we shall be pleased in telling you about them. Superintendents, Principals, Boards of Education, Trustees and others desiring trained teachers should write to the Western Normal and Teachers College, Bowling Green, Kentucky, and request that recommendations be made. Great care will be exercised in the selection of applicants.

IMPROVEMENTS ON COLLEGE HEIGHTS

Never before on the Hill have there been so many improvements going on at one time. The chief of these is the building of the new Training School Building. Already Mother Earth, through the influence of many pounds of dynamite, has opened up a big place in her bosom for the foundation, which will inclose a modern and well-equipped gymnasium, an improvement long desired on the Hill. There will be in this gymnasium a seating capacity of eight hundred, which will make it possible to take care of large crowds at basketball games. The work of prosecuting the building operations will be continued through the winter as fast as the weather will permit. Early next semester an inspiring structure will adorn the corner of the campus formerly occupied by the barracks buildings.

Another attractive improvement is the Manual Training Building constructed during the summer on the brow of the hill below the old gymnasium. To see this attractive structure with its halls and offices and other added features, one would scarcely believe that it was constructed out of material taken from the ruins of the old barracks buildings. The work was done entirely by students under the direction of Prof. L. T. Smith, head of that department, and is a monument to the accomplishments of the manual training department. Walks have been constructed connecting this new building with the main center of activity on the Hill.

A new concrete walk six feet wide now encircles the campus on the south side of the Library connecting the Library with J. Whit Potter Hall. Other much-needed improvements of the last few weeks are the new road passing around behind the barracks buildings. The work was done entirely by students under the direction of Prof. L. T. Smith, head of that department, and is a monument to the accomplishments of the manual training department. Walks have been constructed connecting this new building with the main center of activity on the Hill.

THE SUMMER SCHOOL of this year will be composed of two sessions of six weeks each. During this time it will be possible for a strong student to earn as much as ten or twelve hours of college credit work or about one and one-third units of high school work.

FREE TUITION FOR EVERY- BODY IN KENTUCKY

The recent Legislature of Kentucky removed the boundary line between the Eastern and Western Teachers College. Students who live in any part of Kentucky can now enter either college on free tuition. In fact, any student in Kentucky, regardless of the county in which he lives, is now entitled to free instruction in this institution.

PRODUCING THE SECOND SEMESTER will occur on February 5, 1924. Everything indicates that there will be an unusually large attendance at that time. We want you to come and bring some of your friends. If you are unable to come, at least send some of them.

ATHLETICS

Again the football season has rolled around.

Again the football team, composed of about thirty of the finest young men to be found in Kentucky, is maintaining a standard of which the school is justly proud. Of the four games played so far, two have been won by big scores, and it must be said in justice to the boys that the two lost were with teams from Ohio and Michigan far above our class.

We defeated Campbellsville College 65 to 0 and Middle Tennessee Normal 44 to 0. The game October 25 in which we held the mighty Kalamazoo College, 62 to 0, was the finest exhibition of football ever seen in Bowling Green. On November 8 we play Transylvania at Lexington, and the winner will rank second only to Centre and State in the annual football honors. Wo defeated Transylvania last year and we feel sure we can do it again. Pull hard for the boys on this occasion.

THE CATALOG

We have promised our readers for many months a catalog of the Western Teachers College. There has been a delay on account of the rapid development of the course of study. We are now glad to announce that the new catalog has been reamed from the hands of the printer and a copy of it will be mailed free to anyone desiring the same.

Address: H. H. CHERRY, President, Western Teachers College, Bowling Green, Ky.

THE OPENING OF THE SECOND SEMESTER will occur on February 5, 1924. Everything indicates that there will be an unusually large attendance at that time. We want you to come and bring some of your friends. If you are unable to come, at least send some of them.
Western Kentucky State Teachers College and Normal School
Bowling Green, Kentucky

"An Institution with a Soul"

Established by the State of Kentucky for the Preparation of Teachers for Elementary and High Schools, both Rural and City.

**FREE TUITION**
Faculty composed of College and University Trained Teachers; Nearly 3000 Students Enrolled Last Year.
Standard College Courses Leading to A. B. and B. S. Degrees. Recognized by all leading Colleges and Universities in America.

**Emphasizes**
The Training of Efficient Teachers.
Vocational Courses for Teachers of Agriculture and Home Economics.
Extension and Correspondence Work for Teachers in Service.
Physical Education and Athletic Sports to train for Coaching Work, for both Men and Women.
Preparing Teachers of Public School Music, Piano, and Voice.
Strong Courses in Manual Arts Preparing for Supervision Work.

**Expenses Very Low**
Summer School of Two Six-Week Terms
Any student in Kentucky, regardless of the county in which he lives, is now entitled to free instruction at this institution. Write for catalog giving information as to dates of openings, expenses, courses of study, requirements for Certificates and Degrees, and other such matters.

**Address**
H. H. CHERRY, President
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY
**TEACHERS COLLEGE HEIGHTS**

**THE STRATEGIC ELEMENT IN THE HISTORY OF THE FOUNDATION**

By R. H. SEWARD, Secretary College Heights Foundation

The genius of opportunity is in its strategic element. How often was the mission of the life of the community and the State when The College Heights Foundation first appeared upon the stage? Its treasury was at a low ebb, and pecuniary assistance was in great demand. The Foundation was already secured excellent positions and we were under the Smith-Hughes law. All who completed even events.

The curriculum of this institution has been extended to teach in high schools receiving Federal aid. The Foundation proved to be no exception to this rule. It was readily discernible, therefore, that the Foundation's existence, not only with their moral influence but also with their pocketbooks as well.

**THE BEST NUMBERS OF LYCEUM COURSE COME AFTER THE HOLIDAYS.** Included in the great Lyceum Course for our students this year are Mischa Elinman, world renowned Violinist, who will be here on February 18th, The St. Louis Symphony Orchestra on March 19th; and three of the leading celebrities of the Chicago Opera Company, who will be here on April 26th, Grand Opera Night.

**LIFE CERTIFICATE GRADUATES.** If you do not already have in mind the strategic element in the question of what is the most important position in the life of the student-body of the institution since it was intimately related to the school through a daily basis. The strategic element in the life of the school that served as a Progressivism since it is that the school of the local community is that which makes the student, en masse, with one accord, pledge one hundred per cent loyalty to the school, and with the mind and will works out the destiny of great movements as well as the destiny of individuals. There's a divinity that shapes our ends, rough how as we may. It is readily discernible, therefore, that there was a strategic element involved in the launching of the College Heights Foundation.

Great movements have their beginnings; and these beginnings are not the result of mere chance or of fortuitous circumstance, but the outgrowth of a purpose. The strategic element, in the enlightened thought of individual human units who are themselves collecting stations for the radiobroadcasted messages of a higher power.

Receptivity to great messages in the interest of human advancement is always contingent upon a high degree of trustworthiness and upon one's ability to interpret and reduce them to an orderly system for the benefit of human society. The Foundation proved to be no exception to this rule. It was readily discernible, therefore, that the mission of the life of the community and the State was mentally conceived and brought forth at an opportune time. It is neither behind the time nor in advance of the time. It is at the point where all must either become an outstanding agency in the life of the community and State or else lapse into a condition of innocuous desuetude. Knowing the history of its conception, we feel assured that its mission and purpose will be achieved in due process of time.

A strategic element was also wrapped up in the life of the student-body of the institution since it was intimately related to the school through its daily basis. The strategic element in the life of the school that served as a Progressivism since it is that the student, en masse, with one accord, pledge one hundred per cent loyalty to the school, and with the mind and will works out the destiny of great movements as well as the destiny of individuals. There's a divinity that shapes our ends, rough how as we may. It is readily discernible, therefore, that there was a strategic element involved in the launching of the College Heights Foundation.

How sublime was their act of patriotism and beneficence and how far-reaching in the scope of influence was the precedent which they established. The spirit of their loyalty and devotion were a strategic influence upon those who come after them. The protests of their faith in the opportunity of this great movement and their willingness to support it will forever create a path to the corridors of time into eternity. It is impossible to obliterate from the record book of worthy deeds the magnificent quality of their contributions. They have been tried and not found wanting, and the record book is always opened to the glory of defeat that America might be made safe for democracy.

The Foundation has been given "a local habitation and a name" largely through the uniting efforts of that noble and heroic band of students who, in the beginning of this movement, caught a vision of a greater Teachers College and worked persistently for its establishment into reality.

Former students, we know that nothing is impossible with your help. Let's go on from victory to victory from objective to objective. YES, LET'S GO ON.

"From glory unto glory," with no limit and no sure, and in the way of great deeds, yes and no more.

**STUDENTS GENERALLY,** and the young women especially, will be glad to know that the Board of Regents this summer authorized a number of improvements in the rooms and corridors of the J. Whit Potter Hall, and that already the work has been carried out.

The building should be constructed to commemorate the obedient President, Dr. H. H. Cherry. Thus it is the Lyceum Course for our students this year.

**FREE TUITION is offered students who come to us from any section of the State, as the last Legislature removed THE BOUNDARY LINE which formerly divided the State into two Normal School districts.**

**COLLEGE HEIGHTS IS REALLY BEING MADE TO BLI,** and as never before. Many contributions have been made in the way of bulbs and plants from students, from their parents, and from the citizens of Bowling Green and the large cities of the country. Under the skillful planning and direction of Miss Elizabeth Woods, head of the Romance Language Department, these bulbs and plants have been arranged in beds, long borders, and groups among the shrubbery to the very best advantage.

**THE NEW CATALOG**

We have promised our readers for many a month a catalog of the Western Teachers College. There has been a delay in the rapid development of the course of study. We are now glad to announce that the new catalog has been received from the hands of the printer and a copy of it will be mailed free to anyone desiring it.

Address:

H. H. CHERRY, President,
Western Teachers College,
Bowling Green, Ky.